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Objectives and Rationale 

 

The objective of this project is to assess the various new apple rootstocks (most of the Cornell 

Geneva range) that have become available against the industry standard M.793, M.7 EMLA 

and MM109. The use of G.222 and M.9 EMLA as potential interstems will also be assessed. 

 

Methods 

 

The more dwarfing (M.9 EMLA, M9 Nic29, G222, M.7 EMLA, MM.109/M.9 EMLA, MM.109/G.222, 

M.93/M.9 EMLA, M.793/G.222, G.778/M.9 EMLA, and G.778/G.222) and more vigorous 

rootstocks (M.7 EMLA, G.202, G.778, M.793, MM.109, and G.228) were grouped together in 

two adjacent, but separate plantings. Trees were planted during spring 2013 using 

randomised complete block designs for both plantings. Tree scion diameter, fruit production 

and fruit quality were evaluated during the following seasons. 

 

Key Results 

 

Vigorous site: according to the 2019 trunk cross-sectional area (TCSA), the trees on MM.109 

rootstocks were vigorous followed by the trees on M.793, G.778, M.7 EMLA, and G.228 

rootstocks. The trees on G.202 were the most dwarfing on this site. The greatest cumulative 

yield was on G.778 rootstocks but not statistical different from the trees on G.228 rootstocks 

during the 2017/19 season. However, the greatest cumulative yield efficiency was with trees 

on G.202 rootstocks followed by the trees on G.228, and G.778 rootstocks during the 2017/19 

season. Dwarfing site: The trees on M.7 EMLA rootstocks were vigorous with the largest TCSA 

but not statistically different from the trees on G.778/G.222, G.778/M.9 EMLA, G.222, 

M.793/G.222 rootstocks. The trees on G.778/M.9 EMLA, and M.9 Nic29 rootstocks were highly 

efficient but not statistically different from the other trees except the trees on M.7 EMLA 

rootstocks which were least efficient. 

 

Conclusion and Discussion 

 

The trees on G.202, G.228, and G.778 rootstocks appears to be more productive than the 

trees on M.7 EMLA, M.793, and MM.109 rootstocks. The trees on G.778/M.9 EMLA, and M.9 

Nic29 rootstocks appeared to be more yield efficient than the trees on M.7 EMLA rootstocks. 

 


